Proposed in 1993 the Scalable Distributed Data Structures (SDDSs) became a profile of basis for the data management on Multi computer. In this paper we propose an organization of a LH* bucket based on the trie hashing in order to improve times of different access request.
Introduction
A multi computer consists of set of workstations and PCs interconnected by a high speed network (Ethernet, TM Token Ring...). It is well known that multi-computers offer best priceperformance ratio; offering some new perspectives thus to high performances applications . In order to permit the export of these performances, a new class of data structures has been proposed. It is called Scalables Distributed Data Structures (SDDS) [10] they are based on client/server architecture.
This new structure supports the parallel treatment the address computations do not involve any centralized directory. Data are typically stored in the distributed main memory (DRAM). An SDDS may easily handle many GByte files, accessible in a fraction of the disk access time. An SDDS scales to new sites through splits of those that fill up. Splits are transparently for the applications. All SDDSs support the key searches; some offer the range searches or multikey searches, Every client has his own picture of the file. The update stakes of the file structure are not sent to clients of a synchronous manner. A client can make an addressing error of then by following as result of incorrect picture. Every server verifies the address of the received request. It is routed toward another server if an address error is detected. The adequate server sends an adjusting message to the client having made the address error, this message is called: a Picture Adjustment Message (PAM). The PAM allows the client to adjust his picture in order not to redo the same error. This picture is not nevertheless necessarily globally exact.
Several SDDSs have been proposed. Historically, the first family is based on the hashing: DDH [6] , LH* [10] . It gave rise to numerous variants, notably to high-availability [11] [13] [7] [12] . Another family has been conceived for the ordered files [1] [3], [4] , [14] , [6] . In this article, we present a new SDDS baptized LH*TH that consists in indexed articles of a LH* bucket, by the trie hashing [Lit 81], In order to improve the access times of different s operations. Sections 2 and 3 of the paper recall principles of the LH* and TH respectively. The section 4 describes the principle and the organization of new SDDS LH*TH. The section 5 is dedicated to performances of the SDDS LH*TH, A comparative survey between LH*TH and LH * is presented also in this section. In we conclude this article in section 7.
The LH* SDDS
LH * [10] is a SDDS based on the linear hashing LH [8] . The extension of LH to LH * consists in putting every file bucket on a different servers of multi computer (Fig. 1) . The i level of the hashing function is stocked in the headline of every LH* bucket. Every client maintains his picture that consists of the two indices i' and n'; where i' is the level of his hashing function, n' is the pointer of the next server that must split. The client sends his request (insertion, modification, suppression either or update) relative to the key c to the server m determined by the algorithm A1 (the address is not necessarily correct).
The server m that receives the client's request, must apply his hashing function. If the result is different of the server's number in question, the request is redirected to another server. (Algorithm A2).
In case of redirection, an adjustment message will be addressed to the client so he brings his picture update (Algorithm 3)
The LH* file increase by the linear manner, to every collision, a message is sent to the split coordinator which sends the split order to the n server. For more details of LH* algorithms, the reader can refer to [10] [11].
Trie Hashing (TH)
Trie hashing [9] is one of the fastest access methods for dynamic and ordered files. Its efficiency lies in the use of a trie (Fig 2) ,. It starts out with a bucket in which all keys will be stored. When an overow occurs, another bucket will be appended at the end of the primary file. All keys will then be redistributed into the overow bucket and the new bucket just allocated by comparing the value of the first character of each key with a discriminator which is a suitable value that will usually divide the keys evenly. A key having the first character smaller than or equal to the discriminator will go into the original bucket, otherwise it will go into the new bucket No secondary file is needed.
The result of splitting the buckets is described in a trie with the discriminator and its associated position within the key stored in each internal node, and the bucket addresses stored in the leaf nodes. When the keys are numbers, a bit is used for comparison instead of using the whole character. As a result, the discriminators are not required to be stored in the internal nodes. During the search, each bit of the given key will be examined. If it is zero, proceed to the left subtree otherwise go to the right subtree.This is the digital searching . It is possible that after redistribution, all keys go into the same bucket and overow again. This may result in multiple empty buckets being allocated and the depth of the trie will be increased by more than one. If the keys are uniformly distributed, these empty buckets will be filled subsequently.
We may describe the bit checking by a family of functions {sd} where sd(k) = (k=2d) mod 2, d is the depth of the node in which sd is being used. Below are the algorithms used to searcher and insert a key k.
Fig 2 : Trie Hashing Principe
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Principle of LH*TH
LH*TH is a variant of LH * using two levels of indexing. The 1st is network index managed by algorithms A1, A2, A3 of the LH* diagram that permit to the client to find the server (LH* bucket) containing the desired information. The 2nd is local index managed by the TH's algorithms [9] . Every LH* bucket (server) contains several THs buckets
Internal organization of an LH*TH bucket:
A LH*TH bucket is composed of the trie (hashing function) and the TH buckets. Initially only one bucket exists; that is the TH0 bucket, and the trie is composed of only one node indexing TH0 bucket. From a b capacity (definite in advance), the bucket TH0 splits and a bucket TH1 is created, and so forth. This splitting is internal to every LH* server. It bases on the local trie, which is brought update after every internal splitting. The Figure  (Fig. 3) shows the internal architecture of an LH*TH bucket.
Evolution of a SDDS LH*TH file
Either inserted the following key sequence: 320, 11, 10, 25, 31, 54, 126, 219, 250, 251, 280, 13, 322, 120, Under the following hypothesis: b = 4 (capacity of the TH bucket) and k=4 (number of TH bucket slot in the LH* server) The insertion of keys: 320, 11, 10, 25 are placed in TH0 bucket; the insertion of the key 31 provokes a collision on the TH0 bucket that will split while using the algorithm to TH1 bucket. And so forth until the key 322. The figure (Fig 4) shows the content of the LH*TH buckets without the key 120.
The insertion of the last key 120 provokes a general collision on LH*TH bucket, the split will be treated by the algorithm of the LH *. The figure Fig 5 gives 
PERFORMANCES
This section presents the performances study of the new SDDS LH*TH. we begin by presenting profile of the system on which we have achieved tests, then we will present results of the parameter observed that are load factor and different coast of the access operations.
Experimental environment:
We have implemented the SDDSs LH*TH and LH * on multi computer composed of 4 PC executing the LINUX system (Mandrake 81) and connected as local network by a Switcher 100 Mb/ses. Every machine can be client and/or server.
The experiment that we achieved shows that performances of access are not influenced by the size of file bucket. The following exposed results are obtained with size of 1000 articles by bucket.
Load factor:
The table Tab1 summarizes the tests on the load factor. We can conclude that the load factor of the LH*TH file varies between 55% and 75%, it is practically same as the one of LH *. 
The number message of an insertion:
To observe the behaviour of number of message exchanged in the Multi-Computer, we have achieved an experience under the same conditions as in section 5.3. 
